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Jobipedia Launches Free Resume Generator for College Students
Fortune 500 hiring and recruiting professionals develop innovative and free online resume tool to help
first time jobseekers
Washington, D.C. – Today, Jobipedia releases its new free resume generator to continue helping
college students find jobs and internships. The resume generator was designed in collaboration with
hiring and recruiting managers from America’s largest companies like Textron, Cardinal Health, and
Mutual of Omaha. The purpose is to help early career jobseekers write a professional resume for the
first time, or polish an existing resume.
Cheryl Johnson, EVP of Human Resources for Textron, said “This is an exciting resource for
students, and another example of tools Jobipedia is developing to help early career jobseekers gain
employment. A resume is often the first professional impression that a jobseeker will make, and
Jobipedia experts will help students make it positive and lasting. ”
This online tool will guide an individual through the resume writing process to ensure the most
important elements of a resume are listed. Indicators throughout the online form answer frequently
asked questions related to the various elements on a resume, like - - what to do if you have a low
GPA and what to include when outlining job experiences. The indicators also remind the user of
important details, like to use a professional email address and to update voicemail greetings.
Once the form is filled out, the generator will create a Word document structured in the preferred
format of the talent acquisition managers and recruiters contributing to Jobipedia.
The resume generator complements the website’s flagship function of user-submitted career
questions being answered by people actually hiring.
Mike McGuiness, Executive Director of Jobipedia said, “We worked with our expert contributors
who are all working as hiring professionals, to create a resume they’d want to see from early-career
jobseekers. With the Jobipedia resume generator, the fear of not including the right information or
having the wrong structure is gone. The form makes sure you provide the appropriate information,
and that it’s displayed effectively.”

###

Jobipedia is a career free advice website made for college students looking for internships or jobs
out of college. College students and recent graduates can submit their own questions and receive
answers directly from talent acquisition managers and recruiters at Fortune 500 companies.
Jobipedia was developed by HR Policy Foundation and is supported by its member companies. For
more information visit jobipedia.org.
HR Policy Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization dedicated to getting America educated,
qualified and hired, and is a supporting organization of the HR Policy Association, the lead
organization representing chief human resource officers of major employers which consists of more
than 360 of the largest corporations doing business in the United States and globally. For more
information visit hrpolicyfoundation.org

